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Members and Friends of the Korea Defense Veterans Association, 

The Korea Defense Veterans Association thrives because of your contributions and support, all for ROK-U.S. Alliance and our Veterans.  Our 
membership has increased by over 100% in 2022, because you are letting your family, your friends, and work colleagues know that you 
belong to a nonprofit organization that you can contribute directly to ... to include this quarterly journal.

I am thrilled and honored that our members, partners, and supporters provide their thoughts and stories.  Your words -- in your voice -- 
make this journal unique.  Each article ensures your thoughts about the Alliance and Veterans are captured and shared for this and future 
generations.

We are dedicating this journal to the Koreans and Americans of the ROK-U.S. Combined Forces Command (CFC) on the 44th anniversary 
of the founding of CFC on November 7, 1978.  CFC is the frontline of the Alliance and the embodiment of the reason and strength of the 
Alliance and the Veterans who built the Alliance.  As a former CFC Commander, I am very proud of the thousands of U.S. and ROK service 
members, government civilians, and their families who serve in “Freedom’s Frontier” to defend against the North Korean threat.  Their 
mission, for all of us, is a daily vigilance that has no equal.  Nobody else can fulfil the mission to defend the Korean people and American 
interests in the most important region of the world. KDVA continues to be very proud to support CFC, and we thank you for being right 
there with us.

Thank you for being a KDVA member and supporter.  Please continue to get the word out about the good that the Association and you are 
doing (https://kdva.vet/join-kdva/). 

“Together for the Alliance.”

Vincent K. Brooks
General, U.S. Army (Retired)
Chairman and President 

I N T R O D U C T I O N



REGULAR MEMBERS:

-  Former and current U.S. military & DOD personnel of U.S. 
Forces Korea (“USFK”), Combined Forces Command (“CFC”), 
or the U.S. Embassy in Seoul.
-  U.S. military & DOD personnel who meet the requirements 
for the Korea Service Medal (“KSM”) or the Korea Defense 
Service Medal (“KDSM”).
-  Korean Augmentation to United States Army (“KATUSA”) 
Veterans.
-  Retired ROK Military personnel who have served in or been 
assigned to one of the following for at least three consecut-
ive months.
    -  United Nations Command (“UNC”).
    -  CFC Headquarters and its components.
    -  ROK Embassy in the United States.
    -  Other ROK–U.S. Combined Commands.
    -  MND, JCS, and/or Service HQs.
-  Former and current ROK government civilians of CFC and 
USFK, if ROK law or regulations do not prohibit. ROK and U.S. 
distinguished personnel who are dedicated to strengthening 
the ROK–U.S. Alliance.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS:

-  Adult supporters of the ROK-U.S. Alliance.
-  College students who are interested in the 
U.S.-ROK Alliance.

HONORARY MEMBERS:

-  ROK & U.S. distinguished personnel who are 
dedicated to enhancing ROK-U.S. Alliance.
-  Former and current U.S. and ROK government 
interagency personnel who directly worked or work on 
ROK-U.S. Alliance topics.

No need to reach for 
your wallet to pay 
membership fees ... 
just click here for free 
membership! 

www.kdva.vet/join-kdva
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KDVA 
MEMBERS

-  Part of a premier professional organization.
-  Help strengthen the important ROK-U.S. Alliance …   
    that you helped build and continue to serve.
-  Honor and remember those who have served in 
    Korea.
-  Networking and access to experts and experiences
    found nowhere else.
-  Mentor and mentee opportunities.
-  Staying in touch with those who served with you in
    Korea.
-  Opportunities to participate in forums and events.
-  Opportunities to volunteer in leadership positions.
-  Opportunities for internships.
-  Opportunities to be published.
-  Opportunities for community service.

BENEFITS 
FOR OUR MEMBERS
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The Need:

While there has been relative calm over the Korean Peninsula since the 
signing of the 1953 Armistice, there is a fragile peace that can break 
anytime through miscalculation or deliberate attempts to return to 
open warfare. What seems to be forgotten sometimes is that the 1953 
Armistice just paused combat action in a war that continues on until 
today and many people forget that the Republic of Korea (ROK) never 
signed the 1953 Armistice.  “Fight tonight” is not a saying in Korea, it is a 
reality, because on any given day the machinery of war can be pushed 
to full throttle and there is no space to trade for time to react; the ROK-
U.S. Alliance has to be ready to defend freedom’s frontier or risk being 
enslaved by adversary forces within a relatively short amount of time.

Arguably the most important warfighting function is mission 
command as an organization needs to understand, visualize, describe, 
and direct to be an effective fighting force.  With evolution in doctrine, 
experiences in Vietnam with a parallel instead of integrated command, 
and realization the communist need to be deterred, it was determined 
that the ROK-U.S. Alliance needed a mission command structure to 
create unity of effort to deter and if necessary defeat adversary forces.  
This was the need for establishing the Combined Forces Command in 
Korea comprising senior officers from both the ROK and the U.S. to 
ensure the forces of both countries are integrated and unity of effort 
is accomplished.

The History:

As major U.S. warfighting units departed Korea and the Armistice was 
signed in 1953, the U.S. and the ROK initiated a series of strategic 
agreements that began with the 1953 Mutual Defense Treaty that 
initiated the “concept of CFC” within the United Nations Command. 
As time and requirements changed and doctrine developed from 

Ready  Now,  Re ady 
Togeth er :  Co mbine d 
Forces  Command  at 
For ty-Four

operations in the Vietnam War, the combined efforts between the U.S. 
and the ROK evolved to include a combined operational planning staff in 
1968 that further integrated the combined staff planning of the U.S. and 
ROK militaries. The final evolution before the establishment of the CFC 
was the integrated field army headquarters, the U.S.-led I Corps (group), 
that was established in 1971 that created increased integration between 
U.S. and ROK forces, further increasing unity of effort. 

CFC was established based on Strategic Directive No. 1 from the military 
committee that was established on July 27, 1978, and the terms of 
reference for the military committee that set the function and mission 
of CFC and its commander.i With the activation of CFC on November 
7, 1978, the nature of the unity of effort changed dramatically as 
General Jack Vessey took command as the U.S. government and military 
dominated operational control of military forces in Korea during the 
“UNC era,” transitioned to strategic direction from both the ROK and U.S. 
government and militaries. The increased reliance on ROK partnership 
demonstrated the advances that the ROK government and military had 
made in the preceding 25 years to share more of the burden, especially 
since there was a planned U.S. military withdrawal that was later cancelled 
in 1981. 

In the late 1980s, there was again a change in U.S. strategy in East Asia 
based on the end of the Cold War and the creation of the East Asia 
Strategic Initiative of 1990 as the U.S. was again wanting to withdraw U.S. 
forces from the ROK .ii  This was based on the Nunn-Warner Amendment 
in 1989 which required the withdrawal of U.S. forces in northeast Asia. 
With this, in 1994 peacetime operational control of ROK forces was 
transferred from CFC to the ROK government, and CFC would regain 
operational control in time of contingency. Continued security meetings 
and agreements between the ROK and U.S. governments continue to 
advance, shape, and morph CFC based on each nation’s national security 
strategy and operational environment, and politics of course.

By: Colonel Matthew Nelson

ROK-U.S. Combined Forces Command
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The Structure:

An alliance is defined as “the result of formal agreements between two 
or more nations for broad, long-term objectives that pursue further 
common interests of the members.”iii The CFC is structured using the 
integrated command structure with a U.S. general in command and an 
integrated staff with representatives from both nations. Usually integrated 
command is difficult between two nations as different as the ROK and 
U.S. due to cultural, training, equipping, and language differences; but 
with the CFC structure both nations have enough time to integrate and 
train together prior to contingency because it is a “standing” organization.

CFC’s integrated command structure allows it to fight in unison and in 
lockstep so the force cannot be divided and piecemealed.  Throughout 
history, adversaries have attempted to divide alliances, such as Iraq’s 
launching of scud rockets into Israel to break up the West-Arab coalition 
against Iraq in the Gulf War, because the sums of the parts do not equal 
the whole.  CFC organization and planning maintain unity of effort and 
create efficiencies for both countries that help, especially due to current 
economy of force decisions.

The Effect:

The establishment of CFC created an organization, not of nation-states, 
but of the defense of freedom.  While physically CFC defends the freedom 
of the ROK, conceptually it defends the freedom for many democracies in 
East Asia and the Indo-Pacific AOR because it remains a wicked problem 
of democratic unity halting advances of communist adversaries.  CFC has 
demonstrated the connectiveness of democracies for forty-four years and 
at that age if it were human it could have been a colonel or even a general 
by now; so it is a matured and tested military entity.  CFC integrates the 
command and staff of the U.S. and the ROK so that it forms, norms, and 
storms prior to conflict.  In 1950, the ROK and U.S. gave up a lot of space, 
almost the entire ROK, to have the time to field an effective command 
structure and combat forces to defend freedom.

With the highly developed Republic of Korea, 10th largest economy in the 
world according to the World Bank, giving up the same space for time to 
integrate forces now would be disastrous for the ROK and the world; thus 
CFC has to be ready to “fight tonight.”  “Going together” prior to conflict 
since 1978 has built and maintained unity of effort that is repeatedly tested 
during bi-annual CFC command post exercises. These exercises are some 
of the biggest exercises in the world to storm the organization and ensure 
readiness “together” to perform in conflict. These bi-annual checks on 
readiness are key to integrating newly arrived U.S. military personnel and 
newly assigned ROK counterparts to the CFC to ensure interoperability 
and preparedness to “fight tonight.”

The Continued Evolution:

Approximately 40 years after its establishment, CFC is still evolving to 
ensure it meets operational requirements.  One such development was 

the establishment of the armistice CFC C9 Civil Affairs and Civil Military 
Operations (CMO) Directorate.  Previously USFK had CMO planners in 
the J35 and there was a ROK Army Ground Operations Command Civil 
Military Operations Directorate.  CFC would gain C9 Directorate personnel 
provided by the U.S. Army Reserve in contingency and exercise; but not 
an entity of U.S. combined with ROK led by a U.S. General Officer to build 
capability prior to conflict.  CMO was a fractured effort amongst USFK, 
ROK Army Ground Operations Command, and the U.S. Army Reserve.  
Agreements made in 2017-2018 brought the CFC C9 together and it is 
now able to prepare for contingency with interagency stakeholders and 
has increased CFC readiness for the civil domain of warfare.

Additionally, to counter the communist propaganda machine, the 
CFC has also established the Combined Military Information Support 
Operations Component Command (CMISOCC) to bring together ROK 
and U.S. military information support operations capability and effort.  
The CMISOCC continues to create unity of effort in the information realm 
to target the enemy with one voice.  This pre-contingency effort allows 
messages and products to be developed and trained prior to need in 
contingency. There have been other combined entities supporting CFC 
that have been developed in the last decade to ensure unity of effort in 
planning and preparing to ensure combined readiness for contingency.

The Conclusion:

CFC demonstrates the singular purpose of the ROK and U.S. militaries in 
addressing communist threats in northeast Asia. CFC harnesses the vast 
military resources of the ROK and U.S., integrates and projects them at 
adversary forces to achieve decisive results.  In the case of the Combined 
Forces Command, history will write that for once multi-national forces 
were joined, trained, and prepared before the fight ensued.

Together we plan, together we train, together we are ready, Katchi 
Kapshida!

Although I could not attend the last few workshops or the KDVA Reunion 
Dinner, what I did get to attend influenced me greatly and helped me see 
the ROK – U.S. Alliance through the eyes of Veterans and Alliance-based 
organizations. As an intern for the KDVA, I am grateful to have had the 
opportunity to learn so much from those who attended the event and to 
learn more about the ROK – U.S. Alliance.

 Sangchul Yi, Security Autonomy Dilemma: The Asymmetry of ROK-US Alliance 

(Seoul, Youn Kyoung press, 2004).

  Stanley Chan, ―The American Military Capability Gap--Fresh Perspectives on East 

Asia‘s Future, ORBIS (Summer 1997), retrieved from http://findarticles.com/p/

articles/ mi_m0365/is_/ai_20534051.

  Department of the Army, Field Manual (FM) 1-02, Operational Terms And 

Graphics (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 2004), 1-33.
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WE GO TOGETHER -    
    “KATCHI KAPSHIDA” 

ROK-U.S. Combined Forces Command

By: Juman “Jason” Yun

In the U.S. Forces Korea (USFK) and ROK-U.S. Combined Forces 
Command (CFC) communities, we have a saying-- Katchi Kapshida. In 
English, this translates to “We Go Together.” This saying is most often 
used in the “battle buddy,” military operations-esque contexts. Despite 
this saying being frequently touted, it does not always hold up after the 
17:00 bugle call. Korean Nationals, KATUSAS, American civilians, and U.S. 
soldiers tend to part ways into their familiar environments. As a former 
KATUSA, this reality was a painful one that I witnessed regularly. It can 
create division within what should be a close-knit community, but it also 
negatively affects the lives of the US soldiers, who could otherwise be 
living out experiences of a lifetime. While this reality is sobering, there is 
hope for the restoration of Katchi Kapshida.

The strong alliance between Korea and the United States began around 
the time of the Korean War. When Korea was falling to the hands of 
North Korean forces, it was under the agreements of the United Nations, 
that we join one team and fight for freedom. Though the war never 
formally ended, it was this team that helped make South Korea the 
beautiful and prosperous country it is today.

With our deeply rooted history in mind, it is imperative that we Koreans 
as well as US citizens do all we can to honor and maintain our beautiful 
alliance. Such maintenance, however, cannot solely be done in large 
scale manners.

When newly-arrived service members-- many of them under 20 years 

of age-- first set foot in our country, an overwhelming feeling is the 
very least of what they may experience. Many soldiers experience deep 
feelings of homesickness, culture shock, fears of the unknown, and 
sadly, risks of getting into trouble. While many do their best to get out 
and explore, others choose to stay where they know it’s safe-- in their 
rooms, all alone.

 The more adventurous of these two groups run their own risks of 
trouble here on the peninsula. While Korea is an extremely safe country, 
occurrences such as petty crimes, getting lost in translation, and getting 
in trouble - even being kicked out of the military, are painful realities of 
these groups.

For the latter group, this isolating experience is extremely detrimental 
to them not only as soldiers, but as humans. The end result of such 
isolation is often anger, depression, and an array of other mental and 
behavioral health disorders. 

Soldiers are not the only ones who suffer by not “going together.” The 
surrounding Korean community misses out on the richness and diversity 
of American culture. By not taking the time to understand Americans 
and the USFK community, many “inclusive” community events end 
up perpetuating Korean interpretations of US culture, rather than 
authentic US culture itself. How much greater could we come together 
as a community with just a little extra effort? How much more could 
we strengthen our deeply rooted alliance by looking out for the lonely 
soldiers, or taking time to get coffee or food with our Korean neighbors 
to exchange culture and language? Can Katchi Kapshida be more than 
just a catchy phrase, but rather a representation of reality? It’s time that 
we-- both Koreans and Americans-- step up to love on one another, 
put more effort into supporting one another-- especially within the 
military-- and most of all, make Katchi Kapshida a reality.

Military friends and I going to a Noraebang (Korean-style karaoke room) – 
Pyeongtaek, South Korea

Korean and American friends meeting for dinner at Chili’s- Osan, South Korea
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By: Kaylie Welch

On Saturday, October 15th, the Georgia Chapter for KDVA was launched 
with a Meet & Greet in downtown Atlanta. As a KDVA intern, I was given 
the opportunity to interview Chapter President, Kevin Miller, to learn more 
about what went into the launch of the Georgia Chapter and what is to 
come in the next year. 

Kevin Miller served in the United States Army from 1990 – 1996. He was 
stationed at Camp Greaves, north of the Imjin River on the DMZ, from 
1991 to 1992. After his time in Korea, he was briefly stationed at Fort Polk, 
LA, before re-enlisting for the 82nd Airborne Division in Fort Bragg, NC. 
Unfortunately, while at Fort Bragg, Kevin sustained injuries that caused him 
to leave the military in 1996, where he moved to Atlanta, Georgia. Starting in 
2001, Kevin became the Director for the Georgia Veterans Day Association; 
then became President in 2010, a position he still holds. 

As Kevin has been involved with veterans organizations in Georgia for many 
years, he had many connections that would support a KDVA chapter being 
introduced to the state. However, even though Kevin already had ties within 
veterans organizations and the state government, he had to work towards 
engaging more with the vast Korean community that Georgia holds. To 
achieve this engagement and see who was receptive to KDVA, Kevin spent 
the last year promoting KDVA at various Korean community events. It was 
at an event in Atlanta, Georgia for the Korea Society this past July that KDVA 
Chairman and President, General (Retired) Vincent Brooks laid the official 
groundwork that KDVA would be coming to Georgia and introduced Kevin 
as the Chapter President.

Kevin's work to engage the veterans and Korean communities in Georgia 

came to fruition this past October with a Meet & Greet to launch the first 
continental chapter. Many local supporters of the ROK-U.S. Alliance attended 
the launch in addition to the KDVA Chairman and President, General (Retired) 
Vincent Brooks, Senior Vice President of Operations, Colonel (Retired) 
Steve Lee, and Vice President of Programs and Leadership Support, Earlene 
Hollerith. Kevin was delighted that the launch was successful as it reached 
everyone he hoped to, including Korean War Veterans, Korea Defense 
Veterans, Korean nationals, military personnel, and state government 
officials. The event helped to make the Atlanta community aware of the 
benefits of joining KDVA and how we can work to bring together Alliance 
supporters.  He hopes to continue to make this known over the next year as 
events begin to roll out and he can expand his reach.  

Although there are no events scheduled, he plans to have quarterly 
engagements for 2023 and wants to work towards reaching other parts of 
the state. In addition, Kevin plans to work with the Georgia Veterans Day 
Association to craft the yearly theme around the Korean War, as 2023 is the 
70th anniversary of the signing of the Armistice Agreement. 

Kevin’s parting remarks for KDVA members and the Georgia community 
is that “It is truly an honor to serve as the President of the Korea Defense 
Veterans Association Georgia Chapter. Like many who served on the 
peninsula, my time in the Republic of Korea provided me with a sense of 
purpose and some of the best experiences of my military service. You had 
a clearly defined mission and were led by some of the best leaders our 
military has in their ranks. As the Georgia Chapter President, I look forward 
to growing our membership of Korea Defense Veterans, engaging the 
Korean American community, and promoting the importance of the ROK-
US Alliance.” 

Korea Defense Veterans Association: 
Georgia Chapter 

Our Veterans  

KDVA Chairman & President, General (Retired) Vincent Brooks and KDVA Georgia President Kevin Miller with KDVA Members and ROK-U.S. Alliance supporters.
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Our Veterans  

one KATUSA. There was one survivor, David Bibee. He had been hit 
with 48 pieces of grenade fragments and played dead as a North 
Korean soldier ripped his watch from his arm. His story of this attack 
led to Ernie Reynolds being awarded the Silver Star. 

Ernie, if I could speak to you in the afterlife, know that your death 
was not in vain. Your sacrifice helped keep the Republic of Korea 
free and allowed it to become one of the great nations in the world. 
I'd like to interject a small side note. Fifty-two years later, in March, 
2018, at a small gathering of DMZ Veterans held in Statesville, NC, I 
was afforded the honor of presenting a replacement watch to David 
Bibee.

For the most part, this ambush has been recognized as the beginning 
of the DMZ War, however some suggest that the beginning is traced 
to October 5, 1966 when Kim Il Sung, in a speech to the Korean 
Workers Party, gave warning that the status quo since 1953 between 
North and South Korea was about to change. He fully believed that 
the people of South Korea wanted to shed themselves of the shackles 
imposed upon them by the government of South Korea. How wrong 
he was.

I soon learned that duty on the DMZ was just as dangerous as that 
in Viet Nam. After my return to civilian life and continuing to this day 
when people ask me about my military duty, they usually assume that 
I had been in Viet Nam. Upon learning that I was instead in Korea, 

By: David Beam 

My induction into the Army took place on March 28, 1966, at the 
beginning of the massive buildup for Viet Nam. After basic, I went 
on to Radio School at Ft. Dix followed by Radio Teletype School at 
Ft. Gordon.  Each week, the graduating class of new Radio Teletype 
operators received their orders for Viet Nam, so my class expected 
the same.  However, we were surprised when our class was divided 
between Alaska and Korea. I went to Korea and served with the Third 
Brigade headquarters of the Second Infantry Division from October, 
1966 through December, 1967. This unit was the front line brigade 
stationed north of the Imjin River along the Korean DMZ and was 
responsible for patrolling 18 ½  miles of the 151 mile DMZ.

I arrived in Korea on October 16, 1966. During the initial processing, 
taking place in Seoul, I was informed that I was assigned to the 2nd 
Division, along with this information the provider of said information 
expressed his heartfelt concern for my future time in Korea. I, along 
with another soldier, Ernie Reynolds, were then transported to Camp 
Howze, 2nd Division headquarters. It was here that we learned we 
were going to, and I quote, “boom – boom” country north of the 
Imjin. I went to 3rd Brigade headquarters and Ernie to A company, 1st 
of the 23rd. I certainly started to wonder what I was in for.

Just a few days later, November 2, 1966, Ernie lost his life during an 
ambush along the DMZ. There were seven killed, six Americans and 

MY KOREA STORY
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they speak of how lucky I was. I have bitten my tongue so many times that I 
am surprised that I can still talk.

Some of the encounters from 1967 include on May 22, the bombing of 
barracks in A Company, 1st of the 23rd, there were two killed and 17 wounded, 
I might add that this was the same company that lost the seven soldiers killed 
in the ambush on November 2, 1966.

On August 10, two ambushes: The first, Blackie, a sentry dog, was killed and 
Specialist 4 Jack Tyrrell, the dog handler was wounded. Blackie died saving 
the 8 man patrol. That morning, I saw Tyrrell brought in by a helicopter to 
the 3rd Brigade dispensary. The helicopter pad was just in front of the radio 
shack where I was preparing my radio equipment for a mission that day. 
It was a scene right out of MASH. The second ambush that day was of a 
7th Division unit returning to their compound for lunch. Three were killed 
outright with seventeen wounded, a forth would later die. I was nearby and 
heard the ambush, the call for help came in over my radio. The Medics left 
to provide help leaving my assistant and me alone to fend for ourselves. We 
chose to leave the open area that we were in and hide with our truck in heavy 
undergrowth a few hundred feet off the MSR. On August 28, an ambush at 
Camp Liberty Bell, part of the JSA, C Company 76th Engineers -- four killed, 26 
wounded. The North Koreans set up two machine guns on a hill overlooking 
the compound and poured an estimated 3000 rounds into the mess hall at 
5 o'clock in the afternoon. To this day, one of the wounded still has a bullet 
in his thigh.

To be sure, there were many more. A paragraph from the 3rd BDE HHC 
yearbook from 1967 states, “From May to September, combat with the North 
Koreans became a daily occurrence to the men of the Third Brigade. In 
this five-month period, Third Brigade soldiers engaged infiltrators on 264 
separate occasions with counter intrusion fire. In addition, there were 47 
firefights between North Koreans and Third Brigade soldiers, three minings 
in the Third Brigade sector and one raid carried out by 10 North Koreans on 
a Third Brigade compound.” This was just the 3rd Brigade, there were other 
units north of the Imjin River that had their share of combat.

However, there were probably more non-combat related deaths than combat 
related. Accidents, friendly fire, suicides and even homicides. An example was 
a deuce and a half taking a patrol out for night duty on May 15, 1967. That 
truck went off the side of the road, rolled over and killed five soldiers, one 
of whom had been a high school classmate of a very close friend of mine. 
A month later, when home on leave, I had the occasion to speak with the 
mother of that lost soldier … he was just as dead as if he had been slain by 
North Korean forces and the mother was just as distraught. I'm sure that 
most parents felt relief that their sons had been posted to Korea instead of 
Viet Nam, and those parents must have been quite confused when learning 
of the death of a son in Korea.

Various documents, especially government documents, written about this 
time period frequently understated events along the DMZ as well as the 
number of KIA and WIA. The United States Government deliberately withheld 
this information from the American people over concern that there would be 
unrest over involvement on two fronts, hence, recognition for the soldiers 
along the DMZ was denied. However, General Bonesteel, the Commander 
of U.S. Forces Korea, knew this had to change and he pushed for some 

basic recognition that was finally forthcoming on April 1, 1968. It was on 
this date that hostile fire pay, an overseas service bar for six months of 
service, a combat patch to be worn on the right sleeve as well as combat 
infantryman badge and combat medical badge were authorized, although 
with limitations not imposed on those in Viet Nam. For those that served 
on the DMZ prior to April 1, 1968, the recognition received was no different 
than what a soldier would have received in garrison at Fort Benning. To this 
day, lack of recognition has caused many DMZ veterans, including myself, 
a great deal of anguish, and for me is the single biggest burden that I carry 
from my time in the Army, more so than even the burdens from exposure 
to Agent Orange and diminished social skills caused from PTSD. Long ago 
I stopped talking about my time on the DMZ because I got tired of being 
doubted and called a liar. We have been denied our rightful place on the 
American landscape, and as the last of the DMZ War veterans die, this 
War will be lost to history. If you want to see a monument for the DMZ 
veterans, you won't find it on American soil, instead you must travel to Camp 
Humphreys in South Korea.

I know that the United States Government will never let the truth be known, 
but there is satisfaction knowing that the Republic of Korea as well as the 
KDVA remembers and appreciates what we did. I know that I speak for all 
DMZ War veterans when I say, thank you to the Republic of Korea and the 
KDVA for covering our backs.
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By: Moon, Jeemin

When I was serving my military duties, I was assigned to the 8th US 
Army Command Chaplain Office, where the highest-ranking pastors 
of the USFK were located. As a 56M (enlisted chaplain’s assistant), I 
assisted the Korean chaplain officers and served 22 months of my 
military service there from 13 July 2009 to 11 May 2011.

My duties as a KATUSA enlisted chaplain’s assistant included planning 
and execution of religious events related to Christianity, assisting in the 
weekly Tuesday worship and Thursday prayers in Yongsan garrison, and 
delivering worship at the KATUSA Training Academy in Camp Jackson 
located in Uijeongbu for three weeks a month. While preparing and 
giving these weekly worship throughout my military career, I was able 
to meet countless people and learn many things while performing 
assigned tasks.

Among many moments throughout my service, I vividly remember 
the following two events. One is the collective training of KATUSA 
soldiers conducted in June 2010. This training is an annual event in 
which about 60 KATUSA enlisted chaplain’s assistants scattered across 

the country gather for two nights and three days at the Eighth Army 
Religious Retreat Center in Namsan to share their life stories and beliefs 
and share their footsteps toward God together. In addition, chaplains 
were empowered through various seminars, which included receiving 
consultations necessary for performing their missions.

As such a large number of people gather from all over the country and 
various programs are held, I was extremely busy with preparations for 
two to three months prior to the event. From booking accommodations 
and restaurants to checking the number of participants, allocating 
transportation, inviting instructors, and preparing for various other 
programs, I endeavored and prayed countlessly. 

At last, the event commenced. Through discussions and worship, we 
deeply experienced God, and through a consulting seminar from the 
instructors from HIS University, we were able to obtain what is required 
as a chaplain. It was also when the FIFA World Cup was ongoing, so I 
remember cheering and hugging each other with joy while watching 
the match between Korea and Nigeria deciding the winner for the 
Round of 16.

TAKING A STEP OF FAITH 
WITH GOD

Our Veterans  
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What I felt while conducting the event, was that everything went smoothly 
and more smoothly than I expected. There were also many positive 
reactions to the seminars and programs. In addition, at the prayer meeting 
held every night, I was able to experience God’s anointing through His 
works. By reading the reviews written by the enlisted chaplains after the 
event, I realized that God filled the unit with His blessing as if He poured 
a glass full of wine. If one does all one could and wait for God’s guidance 
instead of filling oneself with worries and doubts, God gifts the many that 
can never be presented by men to one. In their hearts, humans plan their 
course, but the Lord establishes their steps (Prov. 16:9).

The second most memorable event was a small Christmas party in 
December 2009. It was a party where the people of the office I belonged to 
gathered together at the house of the U.S. sergeant major to celebrate that 
year’s Christmas in advance. At that time, I remember that the atmosphere 
in the office was not so good because of the deepening conflict between 
the U.S. pastors and our Korean pastor who was my boss. Attending a party 
in such situation was something that felt uncomfortable to me. However, 
all our anxiety faded the moment we entered the sergeant major’s house. 
He wholeheartedly welcomed all the U.S. pastors and enlisted chaplain’s 
assistants and never mentioned anything about the ongoing conflicts. We 
were able to have our meals in a comfortable environment and talk about 
our personal stories that we could not usually do. We also deepened our 
bond through recreational activities and exchanging gifts after our meal. 

I was pleasantly shocked by the fact that we could have such meetings 
in the military. Usually, when I think of military culture, I think of the 
"rigidness" of being trapped in form and rank, but what I felt on that day 
was "flexibility." The words and actions of the U.S. servicemen showed a lot 
of flexibility and consideration to listen to even subordinates. Of course, it 
is difficult to compare Korea and the U.S. as the former has a conscription 
system, while the latter has a recruitment system, but it is true that there 
are many things to be learned from the U.S. military culture. 

There are so many other stories I would like to share but I have to refrain 
from due to the lack of space. Looking back, my first 6 months in service 
were indeed a difficult period. There were a lot of unspeakable scars in 
relationships with people, and even worship came as just a “job” I had to 
do. I joined the military with high hopes of being “a missionary sent to 
the military,” but in reality, I was just becoming a “servant who is following 
orders.” This discrepancy between my ideals and reality kept me awake each 
night.

But even in the deepest of fogs, God was still holding me by the hand. 
Through the daily worship, He made Himself available for me amongst 
all others I was with. I especially remember the winter worship I attended 
during my private first class special leave. I heard His warm words that 
defrosted and calmed my ice-cold heart.

Over the years, my time in the military became beautiful memories that I 
can happily talk about. And the memories became as such, only with the 
firm and clear presence of God I have met through my military service.

I often wondered “what kind of crown God will present me with when I 
finish my military service.” And now I can say with confidence:  God has 

always loved me, and He always does, and He always will. There is no 
better and brighter crown than “the unchanging love of God.” I lay all my 
praise, worship, and glory to our Lord who presented this humble servant 
with such a noble crown.

I know not why God's wondrous grace
To me He hath made Known,

Nor why, unworthy, Christ in love
Redeemed me for His own.

But "I know whom I have believed,
and am persuaded that He is able
To keep that which I've committed

Unto Him against that day."

Moon, Jeemin
Affiliation : ROKA Support Group 
8th U.S. Army Command Chaplain Office
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 By: David K. Rogers

As the Chemical Officer in charge of field operations for defoliation of the 
Korean DMZ, including fields of fire north of the Barrier Fence (BF) and mine 
fields, most Guard/Observation Posts, all along the BF, and well-travelled 
access roads between the BF and the Civilian Control Line (CCL) or Imjin 
River during 1969-70, I was assigned other defensive duties at 2nd Infantry 
Division (2ID) Headquarters Chemical Section, Camp Howze. When the 
Chemical Section chief, LTC Hodge, rotated out, I became the acting Section 
chief for a few months until his replacement arrived. Before that pleasant 
hiatus, I had attained a Nuclear Security Clearance as a Classified Document 
Control Officer and had orders as the Alternate Nuclear Accident/Incident 
Control Officer (NAICO) for the 2ID. 

However, as with all Company grade officers, one gets assigned duties 
that are seemingly mundane. One of the few times I was not on the DMZ 
defoliating with Agents Orange/Blue and back at 2ID Headquarters, I got 
tagged as the night-time perimeter Security Officer for Camp Howze.

After 5 hours of boredom, I received a call around 0100 hours from a 
very excited captain that there was an incident at the 2ID Command & 
Control building, known as the “Blue Room” and I needed to call up the 
reserve security detail, lock down the perimeter of Camp Howze, and report 
immediately to the “Blue Room,” which I did in double time, after leaving a 
senior MP NCO in charge of the perimeter security forces.

Arriving in tactical field gear with an officer’s (shoot me first) .45 and a M-14, 
I was allowed into the “Blue Room.” Although I knew this room existed, I 
was still awe struck. It was called the “Blue Room” because the interior was 
bluish from all the surrounding walls of huge TV screens showing imagery 
and data from all the tactical nuclear launch/radar sites for the 2ID and the 
7th Infantry Division (7ID) compressed within a 40 by 40-foot, surreal room.

Laying on the floor was a major with a blanket over him mumbling then 
screaming incoherently, while two medics tried to comfort him. And, over in 
a corner of the room was a young Spec 4 in cuffs, held by two burley MPs. 

The captain that had called me, explained that the Spec 4 Clerk in cuffs 
had brought some brownies in during the major’s shift which contained 
marijuana and the major, who was offered first, ate several and unknowingly 
overdosed.  But the captain wasn’t sure if this was a stupid prank or a well-
planned North Korean attempt to breach the security of Camp Howze and 
blow up 2ID Headquarters.

A medical team arrived shortly and took the major to Division medical 
facilities via Huey chopper and there was no perimeter attack; the security 
alert was called off, so I spent the rest of the early hours writing a detailed 
report log of the incident.

Returning to my defoliation operations, within two months the Chemical 
Section Chief, LTC Hodge, rotated out and I took over his duties of weekly 
briefing the 2ID Chief of Staff, Colonel Weir, on the defoliation operations 
until LTC Hodge’s replacement arrived. During one of the briefings, I asked 
Colonel Weir about the Blue Room incident, and he asked how I knew about 
that, and I told him. He responded, “The Spec 4 was court-martialed and 
received a dishonorable discharged after we found both marijuana and LSD 
in the brownies. The major was hospitalized and recovered—keep that to 
yourself.” I have until now.

My other crystal-clear memories of my 2ID experience relate to the fact 
that during 1967-70 there were more than 900 tactical nuclear warheads 
in South Korea (3) under General Bonesteel’s command of 8th Army, I 
Corps (2ID and 7ID). And during 1966 through late 1969, there were 46 
significant U.S and North Korean firefights. Called a “Low Intensity Conflict” 
by Major Daniel Bolger (1), the fact remains South Korea was a tactical and 
strategic “hot zone” with tactical nuclear warheads deployed at numerous 
Air Defense Artillery (ADA), Radar Sites, and MSAs well south of the Korean 
DMZ that were heavily defoliated by Agent Orange/Blue (AO/AB) in late 
1967 through 1968. Before the 2ID Chemical Section Chief rotated out, he 
told me to “round up every barrel of Agent Orange within the Division south 
of the CCL and exhaust all supplies before you rotate out,” which took the 
remainder of my tour of duty to “confiscate” AO from south of the CCL and 
with a platoon of KATUSAs to spray AO from more than 1,000 “rounded up” 
55-gallon drums.

As the Classified Document Officer and Alternative NAICO with a nuclear 
security clearance, I gained first-hand, factual knowledge that all tactical 
nuclear ADA, Radar and MSA sites south of the CCL in rear areas were 
indeed heavily defoliated with Agent Orange.  As one trained in remote 
sensing interpretation, I can still see the effects of this intense defoliation 
54-years later by viewing current Google Earth Pro imagery. These facts and 
knowledge clearly debunk the “whitewash” myth promoted by LTC Buckner 
(2) in 1969 and later propagandized by a paid consultant to the Veterans 
Administration and Dow Chemical that Agent Orange was not applied south 
of the CCL and only very sparingly within the DMZ.

Because of LTC Buckner’s 1969 report and the VA-Dow Chemical consultant’s 
continued misinformation, Presumptive Military Units, as originally 
established by the “Herbicide Exposure and Veteran with Covered Service in 
Korea” final rule, effective February 24, 2011, which amended PL 108-183 are 
primarily restricted to combat units which served within the Korean DMZ. 
This restrictive ruling does not include any of the support units Veterans that 
were exposed to dioxin over the last 54 years. For example, Signal Corps 
Veterans were in the DMZ digging trenches, installing communications and 
lighting and other activities. Military Police (MPs) provided escort service to 
brass and dignitaries visiting the DMZ. Clerk drivers, although stationed at 

Brownies in the Blue Room

Our Veterans  
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Brownies in the Blue Room rear locations, drove S-2 Intelligence Officers to and within the DMZ every time 
there was an ambush or incident by North Korean infiltrators. Only MPs and 
certain non-presumptive Artillery soldiers had the security clearance to apply 
Agent Orange at rear area MSAs and/or HAWK/NIKE missile and Radar sites. 
Medical personnel were exposed every time a firefight or ambush resulted in 
injuries within the DMZ. Engineer units and soldiers were constantly within 
the DMZ constructing barrier fences, improving guard/observation posts, 
excavating defensive positions, providing explosive demolitions, etc. And the 
list can go on—for every combat Veteran serving within the DMZ and rear area 
ADA/Radar/MSA sites, there were at least 5-6 support unit soldiers exposed 
to dioxin.

The Korean DMZ Presumptive End Date of August 31, 1972, has no scientific 
basis. Recent studies by the Aspen Institute, Ford Foundation and USAID 
proved, nearly 50 years later, only where Agent Orange was marshalled/spilled/
leaked full strength directly to the soil at three major air bases in Vietnam, 
Da Nang, Phu Cat and Bien Hoa, do dioxin levels in the near surface soils 
exceed up to 800 times allowable levels (5). Within the Korean DMZ, along 
all dusty or muddy access roads north of the Imjin River, and at all rear area 
MSAs and nuclear capable HAWK/NIKE missile and Radar sites, Agent Orange 
was applied at full strength and never diluted with diesel/jet fuel as used in 
aerial spraying in Vietnam. All AO/AB in Korea was applied directly from the 
55-gallon drums. There is a plethora of scientific evidence proving dioxin in 
soils lasts more than 50 years (4). In Vietnam, the presumptive end date was 
set when Saigon fell in 1975 and U.S. soldiers left.  In Korea, albeit a reduced 
force, soldiers are still exposed to residual dioxin. Until unbiased sampling and 
testing of the visibly defoliated areas in South Korea are performed, like it was 
done in Vietnam with a Canadian environmental consultant, the end date, at 
a minimum, should be set at 1975 when tactical nuclear warheads started to 
be removed and U.S. forces started to be reduced.

David K. Rogers, P.E., C.E.G.
Email:  col.lat.cavenough@gmail.com
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By: Daniel McPharlin

Stake-outs inside the DMZ consisted of a 5 man patrol inside it for 
24 hrs. to intercept North Koreans (NKs) trying to come through. We 
went into the Zone just after dawn and marched until an hour before 
dusk. A perimeter was set up with trip flares and Claymore mines, 
and we waited for night fall. 

About midnight the man to my right, Carl Tracy, saw two NKs on their 
hands and knees feeling for the trip flare wires. He opened up on 
them with his M-14 automatic rifle and expended his 20-round mag 
on them and both fell over, then he detonated his Claymore mine. 
I could see NK tracer bullets coming towards the patrol’s position 
from a little farther out, so I emptied my M-14 in the direction of 
those bullets. Tracy then began pitching grenades in the direction of 
the NKs he saw coming. I heard some noise near my Claymore mine 
and said, “Claymore” and hit the detonator, but it did not go off. I 
emptied a magazine in that direction. Tracy asked for more grenades 
and, since it was an uphill slope with trees in the dark on my side, 
I did not want to chance the grenade bouncing back into our 
perimeter. I gave him my two, which he tossed after cooking them 

off on a 3-count. We had a “mad minute” when we threw everything 
we had at them, and wondered if we had brought enough ammo. 

It soon settled down to the NKs throwing rocks or sticks at the patrol 
to try and make us fire, but we did not. Tracy wanted to go right 
out and get the bodies to collect a reward, but we said wait until 
daybreak. The patrol went out at first light to retrieve the bodies and 
their Claymores and flares. Tracy found a lot of blood but no bodies. 
The NKs didn’t want their dead taken back to Panmunjom. When 
I found my Claymore, I saw that the wire had been cut, so it was 
inoperative. It was normal to set a grenade under the Claymore and 
when its spikes were pushed into the ground the grenade pin was 
pulled so that if the NKs tried to turn it around they would be blown 
up. Maybe that is why they learned to cut the wires. 

Our patrol then marched back to the barrier fence gate on high alert 
until we saw the machine gun towers at the fence line.

7th Infantry Division Korea 1St Battalion 31st Regiment HHC Recon 
platoon 1968-69
 

Fire Fight
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By: Terry Lloyd

The story of the rise of the Republic of Korea Air Force (ROKAF) parallels 
the nation’s staggering and inspiring journey from a war-torn, deeply 
impoverished former long-suffering Imperial Japanese colony to one of 
the most modern, high tech and heavily armed countries in the world. 

At the end of World War II, Korea was divided at the 38th parallel of latitude 
for the purposes of occupation by Soviet Russian and U.S. forces. The U.S. 
use of two atomic bombs rapidly ended the war with Japan, and virtually no 
plans existed on how to assist occupied Asian countries, like Korea, which 
had been colonized by Imperial Japan since 1910. While the Soviets took 
full advantage of the situation to implement a communist client state in 
the north, and western Europe was rebuilt under the Marshall Plan, the U.S 
expended little effort in standing up a robust democracy in the southern 
portion of the Korean peninsula. As the Soviet occupation of eastern 
European nations turned into the Warsaw Pact and a “cold war” developed, 
the bulk of U.S forces left Korea, leaving only a Korean Military Advisory 
Group (KMAG) in the country to train what was essentially a glorified 
constabulary force with no heavy weapons or combat capable aircraft. 

World peace was shattered in June 1950 when highly motivated, trained, 
and well-equipped North Korean ground forces attacked South Korea. 
World War II-era Soviet T-34 tanks supplied to the North Korean forces 

found themselves unopposed on the battlefield with no armor or 
effective anti-tank weapons even present in the south. Both ROK and 
hastily deployed U.S. forces found themselves pushed into the southeast 
corner of South Korea around the port city of Pusan. 

The ROKAF started the war with just 10 U.S. surplus L-19 Grasshopper 
observation aircraft that served as trainers for the Army Air Academy. 
In early July 1950, the newly formed 51st Provisional Fighter Squadron 
(ROKAF), equipped with U.S. F-51 fighters began combat operations 
out of Daegu Air Base in support of U.S. ground forces fighting near 
Daejeon. The ROKAF pilots had not received extensive training due to 
the desperate nature of the early phase of the war, few of the Korean 
pilots were proficient in English, and losses were high due to both 
accidents and combat. During the war, the ROKAF fielded approximately 
110 aircraft, of which were 79 fighter bombers. The force consisted of 
one wing with three squadrons, and conducted joint and independent 
operations, mostly ground attack missions. Shortly after the end of the 
war, the ROK Air Force University was founded in 1956. 

During the 1960s, the ROKAF was able to modernize by acquiring North 
American F-86D Sabre night- and all-weather interceptors and T-28 
Trojan trainers. Towards the end of the decade, Northrop F-5 fighters and 
McDonnell Douglas F-4D Phantom fighter bombers assumed frontline 

The Rise of the ROK Air Force 
(ROKAF)
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service. As one of the few U.S. allies participating in combat operations 
in Vietnam, the ROKAF operated Curtis C-46 cargo/transport aircraft 
in support of the ROK Army and Marine Corps units deployed in that 
country. As Cold War tensions increased in the late 1960s and into the 
1970s with the U.S.S. Pueblo incident, intermittent firefights erupting 
in the Korean DMZ, and incursions by North Korean special forces, 
the ROKAF upgraded to newer versions of the F-4 and F-5 aircraft, as 
well as adding C-123 Provider cargo aircraft to the logistics fleet. Air 
defense and other command and control systems were developed 
and improved, including Grumman S-2 Tracker aircraft for anti-ship 
and submarine detection. In 1989, the ROKAF received F-16 Fighting 
Falcon aircraft, which was the start of the ROKAF gaining parity with 
U.S. Air Force aircraft deployed on the Korean Peninsula, and then 
eventually exceeding USAF in-country capabilities. 

The Republic has consistently reduced its dependency on foreign 
military hardware, endeavoring to either develop its own armaments 
(Daewoo main battle rifles, K2 Black Panther main battle tank, as 
examples) or to negotiate license agreements to produce in the ROK. 
In addition to the autonomy over its military armaments, this strategy 
helps to increase the Republic’s technology and industrial bases and 
provide first-rate military equipment designed for the unique war-
fighting environment on the Peninsula. 

First, the F-16K began to be produced by the Korean aviation industry 
under license from McDonnel Douglas. Korean Aerospace Industries 
(KAI) began development of the K/A-50 Golden Eagle light attack/
jet trainer aircraft, which entered service with the ROKAF in the mid-
2000s. At the same time, the government of Korea ordered 40 F-15K 
Slam Eagle aircraft, a variant of the F-15E ground attack aircraft from 
the Boeing Corporation.

While the Slam Eagles were manufactured in the U.S., KAI was 
contracted to supply aircraft components, including wings and forward 
fuselages for the F-15K, and numerous Korean electronics firms 
provided various avionics and navigation systems and components 
for the aircraft. One of the primary missions of the F-15K is to destroy 
the numerous heavily fortified North Korean missile and artillery sites, 
located just north of the DMZ and capable of striking Seoul, as swiftly 
as possible.

Finally, in 2014, 40 F-35A Lighting II, a true fifth generation “stealth” 
aircraft, were ordered for the ROKAF. The first aircraft, designated 
AW-1 by the ROKAF, were delivered to Chongju Air Base in 2019. 
The first contingent of ROKAF pilots had completed F-35 training 
at Luke Air Force Base, Arizona to take advantage of the U.S. and 
multinational F-35 training program there that fully utilizes the 
very large western U.S. military aviation training airspace and range 
facilities across Arizona, Nevada, and New Mexico. Operating the 
F-35, along with the F-15K truly makes the ROKAF a world-class air 
force, and on par with the very best European air forces, many of 
which trace their roots back to World War I. 

Consistent with new top-of-the-line aircraft, ROKAF training has 
undergone substantial improvement. This has mainly come in the 
form of participation in recurring multi-national air exercises outside 
the ROK: Cope Thunder/ Red Flag Alaska (Alaska), Red Flag (Nellis 
AFB, Nevada), and Pitch Black (Australia). Also evident are the 
trappings of a leading air force by the formation of the Black Eagles 
Aerobatic Team in 1994. The team began international performances 
in 2011 in Asia and Europe and has received several best air show 
demonstration awards. 

While the ROKAF may receive an additional 20 F-35 aircraft in the 
future, KAI is developing the KF-21 Boramae (previously designated 
the KF-X), a multirole “semi” fifth generation fighter with Indonesia. 
While the airframe meets 5th-generation stealth criteria, the lack 
of internal weapons bays negates some of the aircraft’s stealth 
capabilities but also reduces costs. 

In addition to conventional aircraft operations, the ROKAF’s 
other missions include drone operations, providing air and space 
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) assets for all of 
the ROK’s armed forces, and air defense capabilities. 

Should the long-awaited day of Korean unification come, the 
ROKAF’s legacy of operational and technical expertise will continue 
to serve the Korean people as a cornerstone of peace and security 
in northeast Asia. 
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Benefits of the U.S.-ROK 
Alliance

By: Tiger Zheng

The US-ROK Alliance is crucial for the survival and prosperity of the 
Republic of Korea (ROK, a.k.a. South Korea) as it is not only facing imminent 
threats from its northern neighbor – North Korea, but also long-term 
threats from China, an increasingly belligerent power that is building 
up and modernizing its military at an unprecedented speed. In times of 
geopolitical uncertainties and turbulences, it is necessary to understand 
the importance of the US-ROK Alliance and the benefits it could bring to 
both countries and the entire region.

Regional Security and Stability

US-ROK Alliance helps to maintain regional security and stability. The US 
military presence in South Korea provides a credible and strong deterrent 
against nuclear armed North Korea as well as increasingly assertive and 
belligerent China in the region. By deterring these aggressions and threats, 
the US-ROK Alliance ensures a power balance that helps to maintain 
regional security and stability. That will contribute to the economic 
developments and prosperity of the region. In short, the US-ROK Alliance 
lays a security foundation for the regional peace and prosperity, so it is 
beneficial to both countries. 

Denuclearization and Non-proliferation

The US-ROK Alliance promotes nuclear non-proliferation in the region 
and supports North Korean denuclearization process. The U.S. forward 
presence in South Korea along with the U.S. nuclear umbrella protection 

makes a powerful nuclear deterrent to countries with potential nuclear 
threat in the region. This contributes to the regional nuclear safety and 
promotes non-proliferation efforts with respect to North Korea. 

Stronger Alliances

The US-ROK Alliance not only promotes the bilateral relationship with 
the U.S. and South Korea, but also that between South Korea and Japan. 
The U.S. military presence within the framework of the US-ROK Alliance 
demonstrates the commitment to protect the security and prosperity of 
its ally South Korea. The benefit that might be overlooked is the facilitating 
effect of the Alliance in normalizing and stabilizing the historically fragile 
relationship between Japan and South Korea. As a shared ally to South 
Korea and Japan in the Indo-Pacific region, the U.S. encourages them 
to communicate with each other and manage their conflict of interests 
more effectively within the alliance structure. The effectiveness of the US 
forward military presence and the overall stability in the region pushes 
Washington to help Seoul and Tokyo to improve their bilateral relationship. 
In short, the US-ROK Alliance not only lays out an important foundation for 
the U.S. bilateral relationship with South Korea, but also boosts the bilateral 
relationship between South Korea and Japan, contributing to the stability 
and development of South Korea and the region.

Interoperability in Defence Capabilities

The US-ROK Alliance enhances South Korea’s defence capabilities and its 
interoperability with the U.S. forces and weapon systems, which are the best 
and most technological advanced in the world. The alliance allows South 
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Korea to have a combined military command structure between the 
U.S. and South Korea, which has bred a strong interoperability. Annual 
joint military exercises between the two countries have also promoted 
the combat readiness of the South Korean military and prepared the 
two forces together for military conflicts that may happen at any time. 
All these increased South Korea’s defence capabilities are vital to its 
survival in a hostile geopolitical landscape. Furthermore, the US-ROK 
Alliance also provides South Korea with an incorporated position into 
the U.S.-led military chain of research and development. With such 
military cooperation, South Korean military could develop its own 
weapon systems with the U.S.’s support and maintain a technological 
advantage against its competitors. Many Korean corporations have 
also benefited from this development and created a positive impact 
on South Korea’s economy.

Free and Open Indo-Pacific

The US-ROK Alliance functions as one of the keystones in making a 
free and open Indo-Pacific, a broader strategic vision that includes 
but not limited to good governance and economic prosperity. For 
example, the U.S. military presence in South Korea facilitates the 
economic prosperity and the survival of the latter by preventing 
its supply lines and trade routes from being cut off by any hostile 
foreign nation. As a result, South Korea greatly benefits from a free 
and open Indo-Pacific without being trapped in a much worse 
condition controlled by a powerful regional player. 

Humanitarian Aids and Contingency Plans

The US-ROK Alliance also enables rapid aids to contingencies in 
South Korea and regions around it. Good examples include the 
December 2004 earthquake in Indonesia, the March 2011 earthquake 
and tsunami disaster in Japan, and the November 2013 Typhoon 
Hainan in the Philippines. U.S. military quickly responded to these 
crises and offered support in need. Despite criticisms against its 
inflexibility, the US military presence in South Korea are available to 
offer humanitarian aids and other contingency plans to crisis within 
South Korea. 

Increase the Strategic Value of South Korea

The US–ROK Alliance raises the strategic values of South Korea 
in China’s strategic calculations and therefore increases Seoul’s 
bargaining chips against Beijing. It is uncertain that whether South 
Korea would have a better relationship with China without the 
US-ROK Alliance, but it is very clear that, without protection from 
the alliance, South Korea would be at the mercy of an increasingly 
assertive communist China, who sided with North Korea in the 
Korean War. The reality is that the US–ROK Alliance has kept peace 
between China and South Korea. The mutual defence treaty between 
the U.S. and South Korea makes it more difficult for China to militarily 
coerce South Korea. Without this alliance, China would have recklessly 

manoeuvred and coerced South Korea as it did in its long history, 
including attacking and subjugating its neighbours like Korea and 
Vietnam. Additionally, the US-ROK Alliance facilitates South Korean 
accesses to other U.S.-led organizations and alliance systems and 
takes South Korea’s global influences to a higher level. 

To summarize, the US-ROK Alliance is not just a deterrent to North 
Korea, but a guarantee of the survival and prosperity of South Korea, as 
well as an important foundation for the regional security and stability. 
Besides, this alliance also provides many additional benefits to the 
U.S. and South Korea and the Asian region. As an important tool to 
manage an alliance and increase its public support, the U.S. and South 
Korea can maintain a positive alliance rhetoric by diversifying their 
alliance rhetoric, shifting away from their traditional focus on threats 
from North Korea and adapting to new threats in the region. The US-
ROK Alliance has already developed positive institutional assets such 
as Security Consultative Meeting, Senior Economic Dialogue, and 
Combined Forces Command, which make their political, economic, 
social, and military collaboration effective. Therefore, the US-ROK 
Alliance is becoming more and more important in the world we live 
in today, and it is in need of stronger public support for its continuing 
success into the future.
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By: Homer Hodge

North Korea’s foremost strategic goal remains reunification under the 
Pyongyang regime and the Korean Workers Party (KWP). The regime’s 
constitution describes reunification as “the supreme national task,” and it 
remains a consistently pervasive theme in North Korean media. Their intent is 
not achievement of an integrated national structure whereby Koreans from 
both the North and South have equal participation and political influence 
in government structure and policy, but a Korea led and governed solely 
by the Pyongyang regime.  When North Korean leaders speak of achieving 
“socialist revolution in our country,” they mean unification of the entire 
peninsula. When North Korea refers to “our country” or the “fatherland,” they 
mean the entire Korean peninsula. North Korean leaders view the southern 
half of their country as occupied by “US imperialists” and the government 
of South Korea as “puppets serving their imperialist masters.” “Defense” 
does not refer to defending North Korea, but to defending all of Korea. 
Accordingly, “defense of the fatherland” means reclaiming that portion 
of Korea—i.e., South Korea—that is currently occupied and controlled by 
the “imperialists,” and (2) defending against further encroachment by “US 
imperialists.” While they must realize that the possibility of a popular armed 
revolution in South Korea, particularly one sympathetic to Pyongyang, is 
extremely remote, reunification through force of arms appears to remain 
possible to the North Korean leadership. Since the signing of the Armistice 
in July 1953, the primary obstacle to achievement of that reunification, 
continues to be the ROK-U.S. Alliance, and the presence of U.S. forces on 
the Peninsula. The North Korean development of nuclear weapons and 
advanced missile systems as a means of intercontinental delivery, cyber 
capabilities, and other conventional and emerging asymmetric military 

technologies are intended to counter ROK and U.S. forces.
Although Kim Jung Un and North Korean media publicly describe these 
developments as mere deterrence measures, a closer examination indicate 
this is not the case.

Historical Background
 
Knowledge of 20th-century Korean history is essential to understanding 
Pyongyang’s national goals. Until the end of World War II, Korea had 
remained a single, ethnically and culturally homogenous country. Initially 
divided on a temporary basis by the United States and Soviet Union 
along the 38th parallel to facilitate the demobilization of Japanese forces 
in Korea, this division quickly became permanent as US-Soviet relations 
cooled. By 1948, two governments, each claiming sovereignty over the 
entire peninsula, had been established: the Soviet-supported communist 
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) in the north, and the US-
backed Republic of Korea (ROK) in the south. 

The all-encompassing impact on DPRK of the character, life experiences, 
and thinking of its founder and first leader, Kim Il Sung, is probably unique 
among modern nations. The past and current history, nature, and direction 
of the country cannot be understood apart from Kim Il Sung; twenty-eight 
years after his death, his influence remains dominant. Kim’s perspective on 
the world and his view of the purpose of political power and the state were 
defined by his early education in Chinese schools and ideological training 
by Chinese Communists, his experience as a guerrilla fighter with the 
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Chinese Communists against the Japanese in Manchuria, and his military 
training and further political education in the Soviet Union during World 
War II. The wartime Soviet state became the model on which the DPRK 
regime was created by Kim Il Sung.
 
As a key element of his ideological models (Stalin, Mao), “militarism” 
had a defining impact on Kim’s thinking in his early formative years. 
The experience of the Korean War further strengthened this view. Kim, 
reflecting Maoist strategic thought, saw contradictory elements as driving 
history. Conflict did not require a solution; it was the solution to political 
problems. Hence, politics and international relations were processes by 
which contradictions were resolved through conflict, and the nature of 
that conflict was zero-sum. To Kim, the purpose of the state, like the anti-
Japanese guerrilla unit, was to wage war effectively. In his view, economic 
activity produced the means to wage war, education produced soldiers 
to wage war, and ideology convinced the people of the sociological 
and historical inevitability of war. For Kim, war in the near-term meant 
reunifying the Korean peninsula on Pyongyang’s terms and, in the long-
term, continuing the global struggle against US imperialism.
 
From this thinking and Kim’s early experiences evolved a unique DPRK 
nationalism that was not so much inspired by Korean history or past 
cultural achievements as by the Spartan outlook of the anti-Japanese 
guerrillas. This nationalism focused on imagined past wrongs and promises 
of retribution for “national leaders” (i.e., ROK officials) and their foreign 
backers (i.e., the United States). The nationalism of Kim Il Sung capitalized 
on historic xenophobia, stressing the “purity” of all things Korean against 
the “contamination” of foreign ideas, and inculcating the population with a 
sense of fear and animosity toward the outside world. Most important, this 
nationalism emphasized “that the guerrilla ethos was not only supreme, 
but also the only legitimate basis on which to reconstitute a reunified 
Korea.”

Militarism has remained an essential aspect of the character of the DPRK 
state since its founding in 1948; it constitutes a key element of the strategic 
culture of the regime. Accordingly, the maintenance of a powerful, 
offensive military force has always been and remains fundamental to the 
regime. This perspective was inculcated into the thinking of Kim’s son, Kim 
Jong Il, throughout his life and was reflected in the younger Kim’s policies, 
writings, and speeches. This militarism was the primary instrument to which 
he turned in order to deal with DPRK’s severe economic crisis of the 1990s. 
Kim adopted the “military-first political method” (Songun) as the means 
to survive. Accordingly, “military-first politics” became the key element 
in creating a “strong and prosperous nation” that can realize completion 
of the “socialist revolution.” “Military-first politics” is more than the 
employment of military terminology to describe organization, discipline, 
and perseverance in accomplishment of public tasks; it emphasizes the 
need for a strong military even at the sacrifice of daily public needs. The 
abolition of the post of state President and simultaneous elevation of the 
position of Chairman, National Defense Commission, to the “highest post 
of state” in 1998 further underscored the son’s ideological commitment 
to militarism as the fundamental basis for regime survival. North Korea’s 
military strategy today continues to reflect this commitment.

DPRK functions as a highly centralized, one-party state. According to 
its constitution, it is a revolutionary and socialist state "guided in its 
activities by the Juche idea and the Songun idea". In addition to the 
constitution, it is governed by the Ten Principles for the Establishment 
of a Monolithic Ideological System (also known as the "Ten Principles of 
the One-Ideology System") which establishes standards for governance 
and a guide for the behaviors of North Koreans. The KWP, led by a 
member of the Kim dynasty, has an estimated 3,000,000 members 
and dominates every aspect of DPRK politics. Kim Jong-un is the current 
Supreme Leader (Suryeong) of DPRK and heads all major governing 
structures: he is General Secretary of the KWP, President of the State 
Affairs Commission, and Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces. 
His grandfather Kim Il-sung, founder and leader until his death in 1994, 
is the country's "eternal President", while his father Kim Jong-il who 
succeeded Kim Il-sung as the leader was announced "Eternal General 
Secretary" and "Eternal Chairman of the National Defence Commission" 
after his death in 2011.

According to the constitution, there are officially three main branches of 
government. The first is the State Affairs Commission (SAC), which acts 
as "the supreme national guidance organ of state sovereignty". Its role 
is to deliberate and decide the work on defense building of the State, 
including major policies of the State, and to carry out the directions of 
the Chairman of the commission, Kim Jong-Un.

 Juche ideology is the cornerstone of KWP and government operations. 
It is considered as the embodiment of Kim Il-sung's wisdom which 
provides "a complete answer to any question that arises in the struggle 
for national liberation". Juche was pronounced in December 1955 in 
order to emphasize a Korea-centered revolution. Its core tenets are 
economic self-sufficiency, military self-reliance and an independent 
foreign policy. The roots of Juche were made up of a complex mixture 
of factors, including the cult of personality centered on Kim Il-sung, 
the conflict with pro-Soviet and pro-Chinese dissenters, and Korea's 
centuries-long struggle for independence. Juche was initially promoted 
simply as a "creative application" of Marxism–Leninism, but by the 1980s, 
it had replaced Marxism-Leninism completely and was described as "the 
only scientific thought... and most effective revolutionary theoretical 
structure that leads to the future of communist society".  The 2009 
constitution dropped references to communism and elevated Songun 
in its place. However, the constitution retains references to socialism. 
Juche's concepts of self-reliance have evolved over time, but still provide 
the groundwork for the spartan austerity, sacrifice, and discipline 
demanded by the KWP.
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READY TO GO: KADENA SECURITY 
POLICEMEN PROTECTED U.S. AIR 
BASES AND HELPED SECURE THE DMZ 
(1992 – 1994)

By: James (Jay) Di Napoli

18th SFS Logo (Public Domain) - Unit shield for the 18th Security Forces 
Squadron. (U.S. Air Force graphic by Naoki Shimoji)

https://www.kadena.af.mil/News/Art/igphoto/2001854680/

In November 1992, I was en route to a new duty station at Kadena 
Air Base in Okinawa, Japan, from Los Angeles International Airport in 
California. Instead of flying into Yokota Air Base outside of Tokyo, my 
flight would have two stops in South Korea. One at Kimpo Airport and 
one at Osan Air Base. It was also the first time I saw the Demilitarized 
Zone and the Han River. From the air, parts of the DMZ still had moon-
like craters from the Korean War. It gave me a unique perspective of 
the ongoing tensions between the two Koreas that remains to this day.
 

Maintaining peace on the Korean Peninsula has been a top priority of U.S. 
commanders since the Korean Armistice was signed in June 1953. Through 
the years, the U.S. Air Force and 7th Air Force have maintained two primary 
air bases in South Korea: Osan Air Base and Kunsan Air Base.1 The combat 
aircraft operating out of these bases have provided USFK commanders 
with unmatched air superiority and close air support capabilities that North 
Korea has yet to match. Combat aircraft from other air bases are also 
frequently deployed to South Korea. Such aircraft may come from Kadena, 
Misawa Air Base in Japan, or Eielson Air Force Base in Alaska. 

Likewise, while the Air Force maintains a large concentration of security 
forces to protect Air Force assets on the Korean Peninsula, they also receive 
regular rotations of security airmen from other bases. These security 
rotations enhance the ability of the 7th Air Force to perform a wide range 
of air and ground missions in Korea.

During my tour of duty at Kadena from 1992 to 1993, I became friends 
with Air Force Senior Airman Christian "Chris" Allen, a Security Policeman.  
Airman Allen enlisted in the Air Force in 1990 during the Gulf War. After 
completing basic and law enforcement training, he was assigned to 
the 18th Security Police (now Security Forces) Squadron as an Air Base 
Ground Defense specialist. The squadron’s mission was to secure, protect 
and defend Air Force weapons systems, air base assets, personnel, and 
resources on Kadena and beyond.

Air Base Ground Defense (ABGD) specialists are airmen who perform 
ground combat operations in defense of U.S. air bases.2 Airman Allen 
served on a Kadena Air Base Ground Defense unit that frequently deployed 
to several U.S. air bases on the Korean Peninsula, including Osan Air Base, 
Kunsan Air Base, and Gwangju Air Base. However, over time, the mission of 
the 18th Security Police Squadron would extend beyond protecting U.S. air 
bases in South Korea from potential North Korean ground attacks.

In 1993, rotating Kadena security airmen also received joint service training 
opportunities with U.S., ROK, and U.N. security personnel directly assigned 
to the DMZ. During this time,  North Korea threatened to withdraw from 
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).3 Tensions were also heightened 
during the U.S. – ROK Team Spirit military exercise on the Korean Peninsula 
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in the spring of 1993 and President Clinton's visit to South Korea in July 
1993.4 

Airman Allen and the 18th Security Police Squadron was always vigilant 
and ready to go on the Korean Peninsula from 1992 to 1994. The legacy 
of these security missions enhanced the ability of the United States 
and South Korea to deter war and contributed to the signing of the 
Agreed Framework (Geneva Agreement) between the United States 
and North Korea in 1994.5 The Geneva Agreement led to a temporary 
freeze of North Korea's nuclear activity for several year including the 
commitment to freeze its illicit plutonium weapons program and 
halting the construction of nuclear reactors.
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The ROK Experience in 
Vietnam

By: Ara Rosneshyslop

In the winter of 1965, the Republic of Korea (ROK) sent its first 
troops to support the U.S. war in Vietnam. These first troops were 
non-combat support and medical units but were joined shortly after 
by full army and marine units to South Vietnam. Park Chung-hee, 
the President of the ROK throughout the war, saw an opportunity 
to benefit significantly for his country. ROK forces in Vietnam were 
commended for their effectiveness and contributed significantly to 
the development of their country. The causes and consequences of 
the ROK’s involvement in the war are myriad and are integral to the 
relationship between the ROK and the U.S. despite many Americans 
being unaware of how significant the ROK’s role was in the conflict.

ROK involvement in the Vietnam war starts with the previous 
administrations’ desires to participate more actively in fighting 
communism outside of the Korean peninsula. In the 1950s the 
government requested that it be allowed to support the French in 
Indochina, but was turned down by the U.S. government. In the 
1960s the ROK had become the U.S.’s most costly ally, and the 
government was reconsidering its commitments to the ROK. It was 
not until the beginning of U.S. combat operations in Vietnam that the 
U.S. government, under the Johnson administration, began looking 
for allies, and president Park Chung-hee wanted to secure the much 
needed diplomatic, economic, and military aid from the U.S.

The U.S. agreed to continue supporting the ROK in exchange for 
combat troops. The U.S. agreed to transport and equip all troops sent 
to Vietnam, pay all soldiers’ salaries (at many times the rate of soldiers 
in Korea), continue the foreign aid and development packages, and 
maintain the current U.S. troop strengths in Korea. The ROK initially 
agreed to send a number of non-combat troops, but soon followed 
up with two army divisions, a marine brigade, and several naval and air 
support assets. The ROK maintained over 48,000 troops in Vietnam 
from 1967 to 1973 which involved a rotation of over 325,000 men in 
total. The ROK made up about 10% of all foreign troops that served 
in Vietnam, and the benefits the ROK received for this commitment 
were significant.

The continued U.S. economic and military support for the ROK not 
only offset the cost of deploying the troops, but also allowed the 

government to capitalize on the influx of money and the security 
guarantees provided by the U.S. Over the course of the war, the 
ROK gained nearly a billion dollars in direct aid, and in 1967 that 
aid represented 4% of the country’s GDP and 20% of its foreign 
currency. This was not wasted by the government but was directly 
invested into South Korean infrastructure and heavy industry, and 
the salaries paid to the troops contributed significantly to a rise in 
consumer spending that stimulated the ROK economic growth. The 
economic rise and eventual dominance of the ROK had direct roots 
in the economic and financial gains from its involvement in the war.

The U.S. also benefited greatly from this arrangement even 
considering the high price tag. The U.S. was interested in framing the 
fight as a coalition war against communism, but the U.S.'s traditional 
European allies were not interested in joining this fight. The U.S. also 
gained highly effective and professional units as allies. The ROK’s 
involvement strengthened the waning relationship between the two 
countries that have greatly benefited both countries in the long term.

The ROK started its involvement in Vietnam with a few small units 
of non-combat support troops, but quickly grew to two divisions 
and a brigade of infantry conducting combat operations in South 
Vietnam. The ROK government wanted to send only its best 
units to the war and selected three of the most professional and 
effective formations it had; the Capitol (Fierce Tiger) Division, the 
9th infantry (known as white horse) Division, and the 2nd Marine 
(blue dragon) Division. The troops in these units were selected 
among volunteers from the regularly conscripted military, and both 
the commissioned and noncommissioned officers selected to lead 
these forces were specially selected to represent the ROK in combat. 
The professionalism, competency, and also brutality of these troops 
was widely remarked upon by U.S. observers. General Wesmoreland 
(Commander of U.S. forces in Vietnam from 1964-68) praised the 
ROK soldiers as first-class warriors.

The ROK troops gained this reputation through a combination of 
effective tactics, good understanding of the terrain, and a hardened 
military culture. ROK military structure was prepared for the type 
of counter insurgency (COIN) warfare that was needed to defeat 
the largely guerilla army of the communists. The biggest tactical 
innovation was the decentralization of unit command. By breaking 
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divisions up into smaller more flexible subunits, the ROK forces were 
able to engage their enemy on a level that was suited to the type of 
war being fought. The ROK troops were also able to capitalize on some 
of the shared cultural traditions between Korea and Vietnam. This 
enabled them to connect more personally and respectfully with the 
local population, providing advantages that were either overlooked or 
were unattainable by other armies.

ROK forces participated in a number of highly successful operations 
during their time in Vietnam. ROK units participated in several major 
combat operations in the first several years of the war and were highly 
praised by American media and military personnel. In one of these 
operations ROK troops claimed a kill ratio of 24 to 1, and routinely 
demonstrated their lethality and effectiveness in combat. The 1968 Tet 
Offensive proved that much of the U.S. understanding about the war 
was wrong; the war was not almost over, and the North was not about 
to give up. With a reversal in the momentum of the war, ROK forces 
began shifting their fighting posture from offensive operations to a 
more defensive stance. This raised criticism among the U.S. military and 
government accusing the ROK of not holding up its end of the bargain. 
This issue was exacerbated in the final years of the war when the U.S. 
was drawing down all troops in the country, and the ROK wanted to do 
the same.

Tensions between the two countries grew when the U.S. wanted to 
keep ROK combat troops in the country and the ROK was growing 
less interested in fighting a losing war. While this rift did cause some 
strain, larger strategic interests eventually brought the two countries 
back together. During the Vietnam War, North Korean infiltrators were 
moving into the south to cause damage to infrastructure and skirmish 
with U.S. and ROK troops. The U.S. also had increased interest in 
maintaining good relations with friendly, anti-communist governments 
in the region.

The U.S. was encouraged to recommit to the relationship with the 
powerful military and growing economy of the ROK, and the ROK was 
similarly interested in maintaining U.S. security guarantees that it had 
come to rely on.

ROK veterans were proud of their contribution to the war and the 
benefits it brought to South Korea despite many of them suffering from 
many of the same traumas that their U.S. counterparts suffered. Over 
5,000 South Koreans were killed in action and another 10,000 were 
wounded over an eight year period; PTSD, effects of agent orange, 
and other less visible long term health problems were common among 
Korean Vietnam War veterans. Efforts to compensate victims of agent 
orange from the U.S. government or the chemical companies that 
produced these weapons have gone unremitted. With the shift towards 
democracy in the ROK there has been a greater cultural reckoning 
of some of the atrocities committed during the war. These historical 
issues have been brought into the public conscience and have been an 
increasingly important topic of debate and of political relevance.

The role of the ROK in the U.S. War in Vietnam is often overlooked and 
not given the significance it warrants in historical discussions. The ROK 
was the U.S.’s biggest foreign ally in the war, and much of modern South 
Korea is attributable to the economic, diplomatic, and military gains 
made during the war. The ROK-U.S. Alliance was strengthened through 
the cooperation and mutual dependency that the war created. The 
security guarantees the U.S. placed on the ROK allowed the government 
to focus resources on economic development and political stability. The 
miracle on the Han River would not have been possible if the ROK was 
unable to utilize the resources provided to it to develop heavy industry, 
infrastructure, and consumer spending.
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Since the outbreak of the Russia-Ukraine War, the Indo-Pacific region is 
emerging as a new geopolitical hotspot that might stimulate potential 
military conflicts over Taiwan. Although other players, such as the U.S., 
China, and Japan are adopting increasingly transparent stances on Taiwan 

issues, South Korea keeps an ambiguous one. Within the South 
Korean government, there are different voices and concerns about 
Taiwan, but many do not want to get involved in conflicts over Taiwan 
if it were to occur. As a treaty ally of the U.S. and an important regional 
player in Asia,  South Korea has a slim chance to stay away, so it must 
get militarily prepared along with its ally for the potential Chinese 
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aggression against Taiwan in the future. In this case, Washington and 
Seoul should better appreciate each other’s concerns and discuss the 
possible range of South Korea’s role and actions in the Taiwan Strait. 
The rapidly changing security circumstances make it urgent for both 
countries to put the Taiwan contingencies as a part of the agenda for 
the US-ROK Alliance. That means thorough discussions on possible 
policy options and consolidation of bilateral trust and capability within 
the alliance.

As a treaty ally of the U.S., South Korea will be inevitably dragged into 
potential military conflicts over Taiwan. Within the existing power 
framework in East Asia, South Korea enjoys the historically highest 
level of freedom and development with support from the U.S. Chinese 
invasion of Taiwan, however, would mean an attempt to fundamentally 
change the geopolitical balance of power in the region and even the 
existing international order. This will undermine the U.S.’s and South 
Korea’s core interests in East Asia. As a result, both Taiwan and South 
Korea have to stand fast in the U.S.’s very front line against China and 
North Korea, otherwise, they will lose their survival space as fiercely 
independent states in such a dangerous region. In this case, it is way 
more beneficial for South Korea to stick to the US-ROK Alliance than 
siting on their hands. Moreover, the recent U.S. statements indicate 
that the U.S. will respond in a military way to Chinese invasion of 
Taiwan - even if not a direct military intervention, then at least a partial 
intervention involving weapon supplies, financial aids, logistical and 
intelligence support, etc. Whatever military interventions the U.S. 
will make, South Korea would be inevitably implicated in as it has the 
second largest U.S military presence in East Asia. Once the U.S. forces 
get attacked by China, South Korea, as a binding military ally of the U.S., 
has the obligation to help. From the discussion above, both the bilateral 
agreement with the U.S. and its need for the long-term security and 
development leave South Korea no option but to get involved in the 
Sino-Taiwan military conflicts.

There are three scenarios for a Taiwan military contingency that will 
impact South Korea’s security policies. The most troubling one to South 
Korean senior officials is that the Taiwan contingency would evolve 
into a two-front war involving not only the Taiwan Strait but also the 
Korean Peninsula. On the Taiwan Strait line, South Korea, as previously 
discussed, has the obligation to help the U.S. forces in its military 
intervention in China’s invasion of Taiwan. On the Korean Peninsula line, 
the Taiwan military contingency will be likely to shift the U.S. focus from 
the Peninsula to the Strait. Under certain circumstances, this means 
an opportunity for North Korea to make major provocation such as 
nuclear or long-range missile tests that could evolve into the Korean 
Peninsula Crisis. With North Korea involved, China will become less 
important than threats from its Northern neighbour on the priority list 
of South Korean military. In the case of the two-front war, South Korea 
will face a threat to its national security due to split military deployment. 
As a result, South Korea should seek more active engagements in 
strategic dialogue and consensus building with U.S on Taiwan issues, 
especially concerning potential military conflicts. Another concern 
bothering South Korea would be the retaliation from China if South 
Korea stepped in Taiwan-related issue. Such concern is understandable 

as China was infuriated with the basing of a U.S. defensive missile system in 
South Korea several years ago. The third concern, which is unique to South 
Korea, is that Beijing would turn even more non-cooperative with South 
Korea in the future process of Korean unification, as a result of South Korean 
intervention in a war over Taiwan. 

To summarize, South Korea needs to communicate more actively with U.S. 
on Taiwan-related issues including responses to China’s possible retaliations. 
If an all-out war happened, either for its survival or for its commitments to 
U.S.-ROK Alliance, South Korea would be surely to fight together with the 
U.S. forces. If North Korea stepped in to support China and stirred up Korean 
conflicts, South Korea and the U.S. need to discuss ways to distribute U.S. 
forces stationed in South Korea between the two front lines. In the case of a 
low-intensity provocation or limited attack over the Taiwan Strait, South Korea 
would need to seek mutual understanding from the U.S. if it is truly unwilling 
to get involved militarily. As an alternative plan for discussion, South Korea 
would offer logistical support and military aid. In the future, South Korea 
and Taiwan might be bound much closer than they currently realize, so they 
must make wise decisions to bolster their security and increase investments 
in developing their defensive capabilities. Moreover, South Korea should 
strengthen the capabilities and confidence in the existing U.S.-ROK Alliance 
to better prepare itself for the looming dangers ahead. In the face of Chinese 
aggression and assertiveness, South Korea needs to form a common bond 
with U.S. and Japan together to protect the security and stability of East Asia. 
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WHAT DO YOUNG KOREANS THINK ABOUT 
SOUTH KOREA’S RELATIONSHIP WITH 
JAPAN? WHAT SHOULD THE U.S. DO?
By: Sujin Hong

Why are the thoughts of the younger generation so crucial?

The younger generations are the ones that will be responsible for the 
future of the country. They benefitted the most from Korea’s incredible 
development without having to go through the pain of war or national 
poverty. This gives them a different perception of diplomatic relations 
from the older generations. Therefore, their thoughts are becoming an 
important factor in diplomacy. 
 
Thoughts of the younger generation in Korea about Japan

The older generation grew up experiencing the colonial era and saw 
Japan’s growth, feeling threatened and recognizing Japan as an object of 

yearning and learning. Whereas, the new generation went through Korea’s 
economic development which contains world-class IT and the boom of 
Korean cultures like Kpop. They respect Japan, but they don’t consider them 
enviable. According to a survey conducted by Hankook Ilbo, the younger 
generation tends to have mixed impressions toward Japan. They responded 
that the they were 26.7% favorable towards Japan and 56.3% favorable 
towards the United States. The older generations’ impression toward Japan 
was about 21.7% favorable and 29% favorable towards the United States1. 
Having more opportunities to experience Japan served as a factor that 
formed a different perception from the older generation. Now this creates 
the difference of in how Japan should be treated in diplomatic matters.

It is no different in Japan. The older generations are the ones who led Japan’s 
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remarkable economic growth, and they tend to regard Korea as a 
country that is less superior to Japan. Some have historical apologies 
for Korea, but at the same time, they are proud that Japan has helped 
Korea develop its economy. However, their younger generation 
naturally encountered and accepted Korean culture while growing 
up. They were the ones who witnessed and experienced Korea 
expanding its influence in the international community. 

Considering these thoughts of the younger generation, it can be 
expected that the resolution of the conflict between Korea and 
Japan is moving in a good direction. But the younger generation 
tends to not have a good impression toward Japan when it comes 
to historical issues. Historical issues are about sexual slavery victims 
for the Japanese imperial army, Japanese colonial period, and etc. 
Opinions like this come about because the younger generations tend 
to separate culture and history. The affinity for each other’s culture 
is the power of cultural content, and it is difficult to see it as the 
power of the countries. So to develop a better relationship between 
Korea and Japan, it is crucial to go further just than having positive 
perceptions of cultural exchanges, but a concern about how to link 
and develop these feelings of mutual understanding.
 
U.S. in Korea-Japan relations

According to the interview by the former deputy assistant secretary 
Evans J.R. Revere, “The good news is that I think that the government's 
in both Tokyo and Seoul are seriously interested in finding a way 
to work around past differences, management past differences, 
and build a better and more transparent and more cooperative 
relationship that ultimately will help the goal of achieving better 
trilateral cooperation and coordination.… I would like to see the 
Japanese a bit more forthcoming especially on issues regarding the 
nature of South Korean Japan normalization and what it included 
what it didn't include, et cetera.”2 This tells us that cooperation 
between Japan and Korea seems to be more progressive.

The United States has continuously tried to develop trilateral 
cooperation. Without cooperation with Korea and Japan, the United 
States cannot properly fulfill its security responsibilities in East Asia. 
Therefore the United States has been emphasizing the importance of 
trilateral cooperation and training. Former U.S. Ambassador to South 
Korea Robert Rapson said, "From an American perspective, trilateral 
cooperation between the United States, the Republic of Korea and 
Japan, is really indispensable at this moment. When you look at the 
threat posed by North Korea, not only on the peninsula but in the 
region around the Korean peninsula…You look at all those factors. 
And I don't think it's an exaggeration to say that the United States 
cannot adequately fulfill its security responsibilities in the region 
with respect to its two key alliances and similar East Asia without the 
cooperation of a third party.”3

The United States has been leading various types of trilateral 
meetings this year.

In particular, the leaders of the three countries met on the occasion of 
the NATO summit in Madrid, Spain, and agreed to strengthen trilateral 
cooperation in response to North Korea's nuclear and missile threats.4

In addition, the U.S.-Korea defense ministers' talks and foreign ministers' 
meetings were held in June and July, respectively, and the heads of 
security from the three countries met in Hawaii in August to strengthen 
cooperation.5

Conclusion

The United States has constantly tried to strengthen the cooperation 
between Korea and Japan, and its cooperation between the three 
countries have increased because of North Korea’s advanced nuclear 
weapons. In this situation of growing instability, the first task is to solve 
the historical resentment Korea and Japan have for each other and 
cooperate. The younger generation should be aware that the trilateral 
cooperation is crucial for Korea’s security.
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By: Lauren Davidson

As the Maryland Gubernatorial election looms in November, the 
two-term Governor, Larry Hogan (R-MD) begins to ready himself to 
leave office and pass the torch to a new Governor. Both Larry and 
Yumi Hogan have been incredibly well received by the people of 
Maryland.  The next Governor and First Lady stepping into the roles 
have some big shoes to fill.  Governor Hogan’s wife, Yumi Hogan, 
has been a major part of Governor Hogan’s term. Both Mrs. Hogan 
and her husband’s contributions to the entire state of Maryland and 
the Korean community within it have been tremendous. After eight 
years as the First Lady of Maryland, Yumi Hogan has done so much 
for the Korean communities that reside in Maryland. Mrs. Hogan 
began her time as First Lady by making history as the first Asian to 
be in the position.  She is an immigrant from South Korea and the 
first Korean American First Lady in the United States. Mrs. Hogan has 
used both her position and career to promote her culture in many 
different ways. As a resident of Maryland, I have seen the influence 
that Mrs. Hogan has had during her time as First Lady and see her 
as a very important figure during the eight years that she has been 
in the role. 

Before her time as the First Lady of Maryland, Mrs. Hogan was an artist 
who has had her pieces displayed in the United States and around 
the world using traditional Hanji paper with Sumi ink in mixed media. 
Korean hanji paper is handmade with the inner bark of mulberry, native 
to Korea, and hibiscus meinot, a type of hibiscus.1  As an artist, she uses 
materials that are representative of her upbringing and South Korean 
culture.  Mrs. Hogan is a graduate of American University and Maryland 
Institute College of Art (MICA) and is an adjunct professor at MICA. 

Mrs. Hogan helped with foreign policy efforts in Maryland, the most 
recent during 2020 when there was a shortage of COVID tests available 
in the United States. Mrs. Hogan spoke with Korean government 
officials, which led to Maryland purchasing a surplus of tests. Most 
states were not able to obtain more tests in the capacity that Maryland 
did, and it likely would not have been possible without her assistance. 
Mrs. Hogan's relationship with the South Korean Government began in 
2015 when she and Governor Hogan went on an Asian trip and spent 
two days in South Korea. Then again in 2017, Mrs. Hogan went to South 
Korea with other members of the Maryland delegation to strengthen 
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economic ties with the country. South Korea is a large trade partner with 
Maryland, and is Maryland’s 12th largest relationship averaging $500 
million in commercial trade interactions each year.2 The Baltimore port 
allows for the trade relationship to continue expanding. The relationship 
Mrs. Hogan has with South Korea allows for overall diplomatic relations 
to be strengthened. The connection that Mrs. Hogan had with South 
Korea at that moment was integral in pulling together the plans.

In 2021, Mrs. Hogan wrote an Op-Ed for CNN3 telling her story of 
immigrating to the United States and detailed the struggles she 
overcame in her early years of being in the United States. The article 
recounts how her life was so different from the life that her daughters 
had growing up in the United States. She also talks about how Asian 
Americans have become the backbone in both the economy and culture 
of the United States. This Op-Ed was written not only to speak about her 
experience as being an American immigrant, but also about the violence 
against Asian Americans that has become a more prevalent issue in 
recent months. The article calls upon all people to appreciate and accept 
Asian Americans beyond any protections that laws and systems can give. 
Mrs. Hogan says in her article that the United States has always been 
strengthened by its history of diversity and needs to be reinvigorated in 
its passion for that. 

As the First Lady of Maryland, Mrs. Hogan’s passion for art has led 
her into leading many different projects that expose a wider range of 
Marylanders to their own artistic talents. An example of her art outreach 
is called Yumi C.A.R.E.S (Children’s Art for Recovery, Empowerment, 
and Strength), an organization that Mrs. Hogan created in 2018. This 
nonprofit organization allows for children and young adults ages 1 to 20 
to participate in art therapy through the University of Maryland Children’s 
Hospital. Through this organization, Mrs. Hogan has helped support the 
people of Maryland going through difficult times and provide an outlet 
for kids who are dealing with illnesses.4  

Another way in which Mrs. Hogan has supported the arts is through 
collaborating with members of the BWI Static Arts Committee, with 
whom she has judged art competitions, supported museums, and visited 
local art councils across the state. The BWI Static Arts Committee and 
Mrs. Hogan also assisted in rebranding the artwork within BWI Thurgood 
Marshall Airport for tourists and travelers visiting the state.5  

Together with Board members of the Foundation for the Government 
House of Maryland, Mrs. Hogan also helped preserve and restore 
different parts of the Government House. This was done in celebration 
of the Government House’s 150th anniversary. Another initiative headed 
by this organization is creating new pieces dedicated to the Government 
buildings. During the holiday season, Mrs. Hogan decorates holiday 
ornaments each year inspired by the Government House.

In 2015, Mrs. Hogan began working with the Council for Arts and Culture 
at the University of Maryland, Baltimore, and has planned neighborhood 
events that bring together various cultures. People were encouraged to 
exchange their cuisines, languages, and activities.  Having events like 
this is a good way for people who live near each other to learn about a 

culture that is not their own.

A major part of combining her heritage from Korea and her identity as a 
Marylander is sharing different things that remind her of home with those 
around her. One of the most obvious ways to share culture is through food, 
using different ingredients and different recipes that can all be incorporated 
into daily life. Mrs. Hogan promotes her Korean culture through her cooking. 
On Governor Hogan’s YouTube channel, Mrs. Hogan posts her personal 
Korean recipes in short videos as a part of a series called “Yumi Cooks.” These 
recipes include items like Japchae, BuChimGae (Korean Pancakes), Salad Style 
Kimchi, and Beef/Pork Bulgogi. Sharing these recipes allows Marylanders to 
connect to Mrs. Hogan’s culture and gives the Korean community a sense of 
visibility as she shares recipes that remind them of their families and where 
they are from. 

Another way in which Mrs. Hogan incorporates her heritage was when her 
official portrait was painted. She chose Korean American artist, Jinchul Kim, 
a distinguished figurative painter and professor of art at Salisbury University. 
He was also the first Asian American artist to paint an official portrait for the 
state of Maryland.  

Having Mrs. Hogan as part of the Maryland government for the last eight 
years has shown how integral she is to the policy process and the people’s 
perception of the Governor. She has been a role model and heavily involved 
with the people of Maryland. Mrs. Hogan’s ability to relate to the people and 
share her interests and culture make her an icon for the role of the First Lady 
of Maryland. She is the first person in this role that I have experienced who 
is so involved with the people, and it has been a privilege to see what she has 
done for our community and the state.
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Itaewon: Past and Present  

Korean and American Culture

By: Yeosub Yang

Itaewon, a district located in Yongsan-gu just north of the Han River, 
has a history of rise and fall. Itaewon, until early 2000, was full of 
Americans. With the large-scale U.S. military base near Yongsan, 
Itaewon has gained a reputation as a place for American soldiers 
seeking to unwind, along with numerous bars and brothels. To many 
Koreans, Itaewon was considered a dangerous place, and after the 
1997 Itaewon Burger King Homicide, a dark image of Itaewon was 
engraved deeply on people's minds. The movie The Case of Itaewon 
Homicide, based on the true story of the 1997 Itaewon murder case, 
came out to screen in 2009 and shocked many Koreans who were 
not familiar with the case yet. 

However, from the early 2010s, as mukbang (a Korean word for 
eating broadcast) content went viral on TV and celebrities opened 
bars and restaurants under their names, Itaewon began to attract 
the attention of young people. One K-hip pop singer released the 
song "Itaewon Freedom" in 2011, which alludes to Itaewon's open 
atmosphere in contrast with the conservative Korean culture. 
Moreover, large numbers of malls and businesses from the Hongdae 
commercial zone moved to the Itaewon district with cheaper rent. 
Restaurants serving authentic international cuisines from Europe 
to the Middle East to Southeast Asian countries, surprise first-time 
visitors to the neighborhood. Attractive contents, affordable rent, 
and openness: these three factors brought young people with their 
energy and vibe to Itaewon. 

Furthermore, the neighborhood became a queer-friendly and 
immigrant-friendly district, welcoming foreigners and low-income 
migrant workers. Itaewon Class, a recent hit Korean TV show released 
just before the pandemic in 2020, portrayed modern Itaewon to 
their audience and brought both Koreans and foreigners interested 
in Korean culture to visit Itaewon again. Until Covid-19, there were 
more foreigners than locals in Itaewon. Now it is an international 
hub with diverse nationalities and cultures where you can experience 
the world without a passport.

October 29, 2022, was the first unrestricted Halloween festival held 
in the multicultural neighborhood of Itaewon, Seoul, since the 
pandemic. The crowd of partiers in costumes were ready to enjoy 
festivities, restaurants, and Halloween events in Itaewon. However, 

there were no organizers to control and restrict the nearly 130,000 people 
gathered there that night and tragedy occurred, as many participants 
had feared. Civilians and American soldiers who were at the scene did 
their best to pull people out of the crowds and save their lives, but at 
least 156 people died, and injured more than 140 from the crowd surge 
in the narrow alley. USFK, with its condolences, posted on Twitter that 
at this time of grief, USFK will stand by the Itaewon community as the 
community has opened its arms to USFK for many years. 

There was a week-long national mourning period, but the whole country 
mourns for the victims still. They are looking for answers to whether it will 
be possible for us to overcome the trauma and whether Itaewon can be 
healed, and its lively energy brought back.
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BTS AND THE EIGHTH U.S. ARMY BAND: 
A WINNING COMBINATION FOR THE 
U.S.-ROK ALLIANCE

By: James (Jay) Di Napoli

BTS (방탄소년단), also known as the Bangtan Boys, is a South Korean 
boy band and K-Pop band formed in 2010 and debuted in 2013.  
The band consists of Jin, Suga, J-Hope, RM, Jimin, V, and Jungkook.1   
Initially a hip-hop band, BTS now features a wide range of musical 
influences. BTS frequently addresses issues such as mental health, 
self-love, and individualism as they relate to young people. BTS has 
won numerous awards over the past decade. For example, the group 
released a best-selling EP, Love Yourself: Her, in 2017, which debuted 
on the Billboard 200 chart at number seven, becoming the first K-pop 
album to appear on the chart’s top 10.2  

In October 2022, the South Korean entertainment group HYBE 
announced that the band members of BTS would fulfill their military 
service and reconvene as a band in 2025.3 The Military Duty Law and 
the South Korean Constitution require all military-age South Korean 
males between 18 and 35 to completely fulfill their military service 
duties, as outlined by Article 3(1).4 It outlines the responsibilities of 
the Republic of Korea Armed Forces and specific conditions for them 
to carry out such duties. Recruits begin training at the Korea Army 
Training Center in Nonsan, South Chungcheong Province, undergoing 

five weeks of basic and three weeks of supplementary training.5

In 2013, the Ministry of National Defense dissolved its celebrity soldier 
unit. Initially formed in 1987, the unit served as the South Korean 
military’s entertainment and public relations office. According to CNN, it 
consisted of singers, actors, and comedians who used their various "skills" 
in general capacities, such as concerts for soldiers or military broadcasts.6   
Unfortunately, the unit was plagued with severe misconduct issues when 
it dissolved.

In 2018, South Korea passed a revision of the Military Service Act 
(“BTS Law “) that allowed K-pop stars to postpone their military service 
until they turn 30.7 However, the period of postponement for BTS is 
coming to an end. The law permitted K-pop entertainers to apply for a 
deferment if they received government medals to elevate South Korea’s 
cultural influence worldwide. All seven members of BTS qualified after 
being awarded the country’s Hwagwan orders of cultural merit from the 
government in 2018 during the Korean Popular Culture & Arts Awards.8

Since South Korea no longer has a celebrity soldier unit, one possibility 
could allow the members of BTS to fulfill their military service obligations 
while continuing their music careers. Simply put, allow BTS members 
to join the Eighth Army Band after they complete their initial military 
training. BTS members could also complete additional training at the U.S. 
Army’s School of Music (USASOM) in Fort Story, Virginia, where they train 
and educate Army musicians.9 The school also designs, develops, and 
implements training and doctrine to build Army bands that are versatile 
and adaptable in Unified Land Operations.10  BTS’ presence at the school 
could also strengthen the U.S.-ROK Alliance.

The Eighth Army Band is assigned to South Korea. It uses the power 
of music to support the thousands of service members of the Eighth 
Army, United Nations Command, Combined Forces Command, and 
United States Forces Korea. The Band frequently leaves its home duty 
station to travel throughout the Korean Peninsula and Asia, serving 
as musical ambassadors to the region's people on behalf of the U.S. 
Army and the United States. Currently, the Eighth Army Band consists 
of forty-one highly trained Soldiers, capable of performing everything 
from traditional military marches to the latest country, pop, rock, and 
jazz tunes.11  Since the Korean War, the unit has earned countless awards, 
including the Army Superior Unit Award in April 2022.12  
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As Eighth Army Band members, BTS could gain exceptional opportunities 
to connect with military-oriented entertainment and support organizations 
such as Armed Forces Entertainment and the USO. Numerous artists 
affiliated with these organizations regularly travel to South Korea. Ultimately, 
a partnership between BTS and the Eighth Army would be a tremendous 
boon for the U.S. – ROK Alliance. 
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KOREAN WAY IN ELLICOTT 
CITY, MARYLAND: 5 MILES 
OF KOREAN CULTURE

By: Lauren Davidson

Hello! My name is Lauren and I just began working with KDVA this 
fall as an intern. I am currently attending the Catholic University of 
America, play lacrosse, and am a political science student. I am from 
Ellicott City, Maryland, which is a suburb of Baltimore, and is home to 
an incredibly rich Korean culture. This comes from both immigrants 
and Korean Americans making up an incredibly large portion of the 
population. Ellicott City is even recommended as a desirable place 
for Koreans to live in the United States.1 Ellicott City has been given 
the nickname Koreatown, and there have been efforts to incorporate 
more Korean culture into the city. 

Where I grew up is specifically in the designated area of US-Route 
40 named “Korean Way”. In this five-mile stretch of highway, there 
are roughly 12,000 Koreans living there, and over 170 Korean owned 
businesses.2 Governor Larry Hogan originally dedicated the highway 
in 2016, but it officially opened in October of 2021, placing two signs 
along the road to demarcate the area. For the dedication, Governor 
Hogan was accompanied by County Executive Calvin Ball, South 
Korean Ambassador to the United States, Lee Soo-hyuck, and First 
Lady Yumi Hogan. Mrs. Hogan was named the Honorary Chair of the 
Koreatown Planning Board for this project. The assistance of Mrs. 
Hogan and Governor Hogan helped to propel this project forward 

and was pushed for by the people who have lived in the area for many years.

In this five-mile stretch are some of my favorite places to go, like Honey Pig 
and Tous les Jours. Honey Pig is a Korean barbecue restaurant that makes 
amazing food and has a really fun atmosphere. It is the first restaurant I 
ever ate Korean barbecue in when I was seven or eight years old, and my 
family and I have continued to return there for the last twelve years. Tous 
les Jours is a cafe that serves a wide variety of coffees and pastries and is 
where my best friend and I go when we come home from college. It was 
one of the first places I drove to on my own after getting my driver’s license, 
and it always will hold great memories for me. These places are both Korean 
owned and operated and are important parts of the neighborhood that I 
grew up in. 

Growing up in an environment that had a heavy influence of Korean food 
allowed me to grow an appreciation for many different aspects of the 
culture. I have always been around diverse cultures.  Living in a place where 
I am surrounded by diversity has helped me to be more well-rounded in my 
world views and see things through a different lens.   The constant exposure 
that I had also pushed me to look for schools where I would be in a diverse 
environment. When I visited schools that were not in metropolitan areas, 
they were incredibly strange to me because I could not envision living in 
a place that did not have people from different backgrounds. I wanted to 
be in an environment where I could learn and explore different cultures, 
especially through food, as food connects all cultures. 

Baltimore City is known for having culturally diverse food markets, 
including the Cross Street Market. Cross Street Market is in the Fells Point 
neighborhood and was originally built as an open-air market. It takes up 
one full city block and was built within a year. This market is a staple for 
both tourists and locals. Cross Street Market has been remodeled twice 
since its original opening, but it has remained a favorite of Baltimoreans 
throughout the years. Another major market like this is the Lexington 
Market in Baltimore. Although there been many different versions of this 
market, its original structure can be compared to the markets that exist in 
Seoul.

Korean and American Culture
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After the Korean War, many Koreans moved to Seoul looking for an 
opportunity to start a business.3 These people, in hopes of rebuilding 
their lives, were able to open small stalls in the streets of Seoul. The 
markets started to expand and today they hold over 80 businesses. In 
Tongin Market’s Dosirak Cafe, you can buy a tray and purchase tokens 
to get food at the different stalls. There are a few other similar markets 
throughout Seoul, and they are major tourist attractions.  These markets 
are not just food stalls but craft goods, clothing, and other accessories. 
Both Korean markets and the markets in Baltimore hold a piece of the 
country’s history and their city’s history. 

Cross Street Market is a place that I grew up going to whenever we were 
in Baltimore. It has changed a lot in the last few years to blend traditional 
stalls and newer trends. Local markets like these thrive because they 
allow people to interact with small businesses and shop locally. Shopping 
with local businesses is a growing trend across the United States and 

having a place where many small businesses can come together to share 
their products with other members of their community is not only ideal, 
but desired.     

I have been lucky enough to experience the ways that different cultures 
can converge to make something new in my own hometown and it is 
something that I am proud of. 
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